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MEMBER AND SECTOR NEWS

JAMES and EMILY WILSON look at the work 
that has gone into getting the New Librarians’ 
Symposium 2019 off the ground.

The year is 2019. Some of you may be focused on when 

those Blade Runner outfits we were promised in 1982 are 

finally going to be released. However, for the committee, 

we are focused on the ‘Year of NLS9’. Much time has 

passed since we first got together on the Sunday of NLS8 

and we’ve now put countless hours into organising the 

New Librarians’ Symposium 2019 (NLS9). Many of these 

hours have been put towards the development of our 

program (bit.ly/2tqlw60). Round one submissions opened 

and closed, and we had such a diverse assortment of ideas 

presented to us. After many days of individually evaluating 

the submissions, the committee came together for one 

very long day to decide on the round one presentations 

and workshops.  

As INCITE goes to print, the NLS9 program committee 

will be evaluating round two submissions: the lightning 

talks and debates. We have been overwhelmed by the 

energy of the new librarian community’s response to this 

symposium and we look forward to hosting delegates  

in the fair city of Adelaide this July.  

The committee chose to use the blind evaluation 

method to review submissions (name and place of work 

were removed for the initial evaluation). This was because 

it was the clarity of ideas, originality, diversity of experience 

and impact on the wider library community that was  

being evaluated, not the person or their institution.  

The committee members involved in selecting presenters 

did not need to struggle with evaluating submissions on 

a personal level (peers and colleagues) and could focus 

purely on the pitch and how it met our conference theme 

of COLLABORATE, DEViATE, iNNOVATE.

SUBMITTING  
OUR TIME:  
The development  
of the New Librarians’ 
Symposium (NLS9) 
program

To those wanting to submit a proposal, we gave  

this advice: ‘sell the suit, not the buttons’ – don’t become 

bogged down in the details. Stay focused on the big 

picture, on the idea. Pitch your idea in a way that makes  

us want to hear more, and in a way that makes us see  

the underlying value and what it can do for the end user.  

Be energetic and compelling. 

Libraries are exciting. New librarians are often 

determined, aspiring and big thinkers. We were impressed 

at how lofty ideas were honed into a marketable session 

submission and we are excited about the NLS9 program. 

Keep an eye on the NSL9 website (nsl9.com.au) as the 

full program is set to be released at the beginning of May. 

It is thrilling to see the diversity of ideas and the enthusiasm 

of those who will be presenting at NLS9 – many of whom 

will be presenting at a conference for their first time. 

See you there, maybe even dressed in those sweet 

Blade Runner threads. 
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